
Preliminary list of delegates for the CERBA conference: Canada-Eurasia Cooperation in Forestry and Wood September 21st 
Vancouver, BC 

 
 Delegate Name Company Name   Title / Position Core business 

1. Viktor Boldakov Timbermash Baikal General director Authorised dealer of John Deere in Russia; supplier 
of the wide range of forest machines and equipment 
for wood harvesting, manipulation and processing. 
The company is also dealing with road construction 
and agricultural equipment 

2. Sergey Morokin Timbermash Baikal Director, FE sales  

3. Vera Suvorova Timbermash Baikal Marketing specialist  

4. Boris KAZIMIRENOK Lesservice Owner Manufacturing and sales of timber and plank wood; 
suppliers of dimensional timber to the domestic 
building materials producers  

5. Iosif RATKEVICH LesRessurs Owner Manufacturing of plunk timber, dimensional timber, 
pulpwood, wood chips, fuel briquettes, pellets. 
Interested in advanced technologies, optimization 
and innovation 

6. Alexander DUSHIN Lenalesservis Owner Harvesting, transportation and processing of wood 
for dimensional wood products  

7. Sergey ROMANOV BaikalLes Director The company is organized in 1993 as the result of 
restructuring of the previously existing state owned 
forestry combinat. One of the biggest in Siberia one-
town company focused on manufacturing best 
quality wood building  products out of ecologically 
pure raw material grown in Barguzin Valley (Baikal 
region). The company has special policy looking after 
the environment and forest renewal and protection. 

8. Viacheslav 
Rudominskiy 

KATAWOOD Director One of the leading Central Siberia harvesting and 
processing facility for manufacturing round wood, 
timber and dimensional wood.  
The company is extremely interested in forest 
preservation and renewal technologies as well as 
environment protection and energy efficiency 

9. Mikhail Kukartsev Ilim Fors Director Harvesting and wood processing, manufacturing 
dimensional wood and paneling materials 

10. Ivan Boiarkin Ilimlesstroy Director Manufacturing of wood based building materials and 
wood based buildings 

11. Aleksandr Vologzhin  LesRessurs Director Manufacturing of plunk timber, dimensional timber, 
pulpwood, wood chips, fuel briquettes, pellets. 
Interested in advanced technologies, optimization 
and innovation 

12. Andrey ARTAMONOV Deere & Company Territory Manager, 
Siberia 

Forest harvesting, manipulation and transportation 
equipment 

13. Nikolai Nikolaichev NIKA Owner  

14. Alexander Gavrilenko  Vudtreidkom Director Wood products manufacturing and trade, including 
timber, dimensional timber and round wood 

15. Dmitry Sazhin Russian Ministry of 
Economic 
Development  

Deputy Director, 
Dept. Of Americas 

 

16. Igor Prigaro Russian Trade 
Mission to Canada 

Deputy Head of the 
Mission 

 

 


